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ABSTRACT

This commentary considers Professor Jack Chin’s analysis in Dred Scott and Asian Americans of the white supremacist underpinnings and modern legacy of U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Roger Taney’s decisions in United States v. Dow, a little-known decision denying full citizenship rights to Asian Americans, and Dred Scott v. Sandford, an iconic Supreme Court decision that rejected full citizenship to a freed Black man and precipitated the Civil War. It further explores how Chief Justice Taney’s analysis of race and racial subordination in the nineteenth century exemplifies the fundamental tenet of modern Critical Race Theory that the law operates to enforce and maintain white supremacy.

INTRODUCTION

Critical Race Theory (CRT) posits that the law serves to operationalize, maintain, and replicate white supremacy in the United States.1 White supremacy, in turn, stands as the unifying principle underlying the webs of subordination of many different racial groups.2

CRT’s focus on dismantling white supremacy over all people of color, however, did not emerge overnight. Rather, it took root with maturation of the movement. The Black/white paradigm of civil rights, and the near-exclusive focus on the subordination of African Americans, initially dominated CRT scholarship, just as it dominates many Americans’ general perception of the fundamental nature of civil rights struggles in the United
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* Dean and Mahie-Apallas Professor of Public Interest Law and Chicana/o Studies, University of California, Davis School of Law. Thanks to my colleague Professor Jack Chin for his insightful article, Dred Scott and Asian Americans, which inspired this commentary and brought a group of scholars together to discuss his article at a symposium at U.C. Davis in September 2021. The rich discussion of Professor Chin’s article greatly helped my thinking about the issues discussed in this essay.

1 See generally Richard Delgado & Jean Stefancic, CRITICAL RACE THEORY: AN INTRODUCTION (3d ed. 2017) (summarizing the basic principles of Critical Race Theory).

2 See Jerome McCristal Culp, Jr., To The Bone: Race and White Privilege, 83 MINN. L. REV. 1637, 1638 (1999) (observing that “the deeply embedded message of critical race theory . . . is that race is only skin deep, but white supremacy runs to the bone”) (emphasis added) (footnote omitted).
States. For much of U.S. history, virtually any discussion of civil rights focused on the relationship between whites and African Americans. With the emergence of critical Latinx (LatCrit) theory, Asian American legal scholarship, and parallel movements, CRT evolved to also insightfully examine white subordination of Asian, Latinx, Indigenous peoples, and groups other than African Americans.

At various times, the nation has experienced activism squarely confronting white supremacy and demanding the dismantling of systemic racism in the United States. One long-forgotten example is the lengthy, and unsuccessful for a century, political effort beginning at the turn of the twentieth century to push Congress to enact anti-lynching legislation at a time when whites frequently employed the horrific practice of lynching to terrorize African Americans and the states proved themselves incapable of punishing white perpetrators of the crime. The historic Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 1960s, is a more successful—if not complete—example of a sustained challenge to white supremacy.

In response to a series of senseless police killings of African Americans in 2020, including but not limited to those of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, mass protests spread like wildfire across the United States. Police brutality contributed to monumentally high racial tensions, which were exacerbated by the words and deeds of a president who, at best, was insensitive to the civil rights concerns of people of color. Not coincidentally, non-whites other than African Americans simultaneously suffered attacks, including hate violence directed at Asian Americans. Tensions hit a fever pitch in January 2021 when armed white supremacists stormed the U.S.
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3 See Juan F. Perea, The Black/White Binary Paradigm of Race: The “Normal Science” of American Racial Thought, 85 CAL. L. REV. 1213, 1233 (1997) ("[T]he exclusive focus of most scholarship on the Black-White relationship[] constitutes a paradigm which obscures and prevents the understanding of other forms of inequality, those experienced by Non-White, non-Black Americans.").


7 See infra note 47 and accompanying text.
Capitol in a brazen and lawless attempt to violently overturn the 2020 election loss of President Donald J. Trump. With the nation reeling from racial turmoil, President Trump added fuel to the fire by attacking Critical Race Theory, and its challenge to systemic racial injustice and white supremacy, as little more than unpatriotic propaganda that must be eliminated in its entirety from the public schools and all of government.

At the outset, a word about Professor Jack Chin’s impactful scholarship is warranted. An influential race and civil rights scholar, he has made significant contributions to immigration law, criminal law, Asian American legal scholarship, and other substantive areas. Through the lens of the history of race and racial discrimination in the United States, Professor Chin insightfully analyzes the law and its impacts. Exhibiting his academic breadth, he recently brought to light state and local efforts to regulate out of existence Chinese restaurants—ironically enough, a mainstay of popular cuisine in the country today—as a racial, moral, and economic danger to white society. The deep and important analysis in his article Dred Scott and Asian Americans will no doubt add luster to Professor Chin’s scholarly legacy.

In his article, Professor Chin analyzes the decisions of Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court Roger Taney, a historical figure who helped to
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rationalize and normalize the legal subordination of African Americans in pre-Civil War America. As it turns out, Taney understood racial matters in a way that in rather remarkable fashion serve as textbook examples of fundamental tenets of contemporary Critical Race Theory. As he often has done in an illustrious career, Professor Chin adds measurably to our understanding of the racial jurisprudence of a Supreme Court justice who is central to the history of the law of racial subordination in the United States. As we shall see, Chief Justice Taney’s endorsement of white supremacy unfortunately lives in perpetuity and remains part and parcel of contemporary U.S. law.\textsuperscript{15}

Professor Chin specifically turns his scholarly attention to Chief Justice Taney’s decision for the Supreme Court in the infamous antebellum case of \textit{Dred Scott v. Sandford},\textsuperscript{16} which held that a freed slave was not a U.S. citizen afforded access to the federal courts. Naturally enough given the time in U.S. history when the case was decided, Chief Justice Taney’s racism has been assumed by some, perhaps most, knowledgeable observers to be confined to African Americans—the specific racial minority that the Supreme Court denied full rights of U.S. citizenship. Adding to our collective understanding of the \textit{Dred Scott} decision as well as race and racism in U.S. history, Professor Chin uncovers and analyzes another one of Taney’s opinions, \textit{United States v. Dow}.

In denying full rights of U.S. citizenship to an Asian American, the \textit{Dow} decision demonstrates that Taney’s paradigm of white dominance extended beyond African Americans, and represents a broader overarching principle—that the law can and should enforce and maintain white supremacy over all other races in the United States.

Read together, Chief Justice Taney’s decisions in \textit{Dow} and \textit{Dred Scott} demonstrate how he understood the law as dutifully protecting, enforcing, and maintaining white supremacy over all non-whites. Reflecting a de facto presumption that whites possess ultimate and unfettered power over all non-whites, his opinions offer powerful support for CRT’s fundamental tenet that white supremacy is the invisible hand that guides the law’s efforts to subordinate all non-white groups, including African Americans, Asian Americans, and others. The races may be malleable, but white supremacy is not. To Taney, the law permits the unquestionably dominant white race to impose the scourge of white supremacy on all non-whites. White

\textsuperscript{15} See \textit{infra} notes 34–48 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{16} 60 U.S. 393 (1857).
\textsuperscript{17} 25 Fed. Cas. 901 (C.C.D. Md. 1840).
supremacy is one of Roger Taney’s enduring legacies to American jurisprudence.

Characteristic of his writings, although not of legal scholarship in general, Professor Chin takes the reader on an unusually enjoyable intellectual journey as well as one chock full of insights. For example, in the article, a reader encounters flavorful references to non-law popular icons, such as the legendary American author Mark Twain.18 We also can only chuckle at Professor Chin’s wonderfully illustrative quip that, with the Reconstruction Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, “after 1868 Dred Scott seemed as dead as the Whig Party,” a long-defunct political party unknown to most Americans today.19 Professor Chin’s wit and wisdom unquestionably come through in Dred Scott and Asian Americans.

Part I considers Professor Chin’s analysis of the white supremacist underpinnings and legacy of United States v. Dow, a little-known decision denying full rights to Asian Americans, and the iconic Dred Scott v. Sandford, a decision that became a national symbol of African American subordination. The commentary then explores how Chief Justice Taney’s analysis of race and racial subordination in the nineteenth century exemplifies fundamental tenets of Critical Race Theory, which emerged in legal scholarship at the tail end of the twentieth century.

I. JUSTICE TANEY, CRITICAL RACE THEORY, DOW, AND DRED SCOTT

Professor Chin’s valuable and enduring contribution in Dred Scott and Asian Americans is uncovering and analyzing Roger Taney’s virtually unknown opinion in United States v. Dow (1840),20 a case that Taney decided as a circuit judge. Enforcing a discriminatory Maryland law to deny full rights of citizenship to a Filipino man and subjecting him to the same inferior status reserved under the law for African Americans, the decision adds measurably to our understanding of the full sweep of racism in the United States and the endorsement of the legal principle that whites could define the inferior races and their legal rights in the Supreme Court’s watershed decision in Dred Scott v. Sandford.21

18 See Chin, Dred Scott, supra note 14, at 656 (referring to “Mark Twain’s discussion of violence against Chinese in 1860s California”) (footnote omitted).
19 Id. at 653.
21 60 U.S. 393 (1857).
Professor Chin’s analysis of United States v. Dow specifically reveals how Chief Justice Taney’s 1857 opinion in Dred Scott represented not simply his steadfast commitment to the subordination of African Americans. Although Dred Scott unquestionably stands for that proposition, Professor Chin’s analysis reflects the more expansive principle that whites as a legal matter could powerfully dominate any and all non-white racial groups as they see fit. Political philosophers characterize such raw and unrepentant domination as “the state of nature—a situation where people have not been formed or shaped by society.”22 The state of nature continues in modern times to govern how whites exert legal power and authority over people of color.

Through his analysis, Professor Chin ably demonstrates that Dred Scott is not simply a decision about the rights of African Americans—important and significant as those are—but about the rights of all non-whites. In Roger Taney’s view, all non-whites are subject to unqualified, if not downright brutal, legal domination and the unrestrained power of white supremacy. Professor Chin’s cogent analysis lends considerable support to the central tenet of Critical Race Theory that white supremacy is the glue holding together the systematic subordination of all non-whites—with whites possessing the unfettered power to define those groups and their legal rights—in the United States.23

A. Dow and Dred Scott

By holding that a freed slave was not a U.S. citizen for purposes of accessing the federal courts, the Supreme Court decision in Dred Scott v. Sandford had monumental impacts on the nation’s racial sensibilities. Volumes of scholarship analyze the decision and its enduring legacy.24 Most importantly, the decision’s impacts went far beyond the law. First and foremost, the Dred Scott decision’s denial of rights to freed Blacks is generally understood to be one of the causes of the Civil War.25 The War literally tore
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23 See infra Section II.B.
24 See, e.g., PAUL FINKLEMAN, DRED SCOTT V. SANFORD: A BRIEF HISTORY WITH DOCUMENTS (2010); AMANDA FROST, YOU ARE NOT AMERICAN: CITIZENSHIP STRIPPING FROM DRED SCOTT TO THE DREAMERS (2021); LEA VANDERVELDE, REDEMPTION SONGS: SONGS FOR FREEDOM BEFORE DRED SCOTT (2014).
25 See Louise Weinberg, Dred Scott and the Crisis of 1860, 82 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 97, 139 (2007) (“Dred Scott may not have been a sufficient cause of the [Civil] War, or the only cause, but it was a cause, a major cause, and in the minds of Americans then it was at the very eye of the storm.”).
apart the nation through mass bloodshed and in innumerable ways forever transformed the racial terrain of the United States. It was followed with constitutional amendments, a turbulent, often violent, Reconstruction, and tremendous social ferment. Put simply, freeing the slaves through war had racial ripple effects that forever shaped the nation.

In its time, Dred Scott almost naturally placed at center stage the role of the law in subordinating African Americans, specifically freed slaves. That conventional understanding of the decision epitomizes the Black/white paradigm of civil rights. Today, the decision continues to be remembered as one of the high-water marks of invidious discrimination against African Americans in the United States. It was decided when the law vigorously enforced Black enslavement through the fugitive slave laws and severely restricted the rights of freed slaves, which at the time were the focal point of the nation’s contentious civil rights debates.

In the relatively unknown 1840 case, United States v. Dow, Circuit Judge Roger Taney more than a decade before Dred Scott addressed the rights of a Filipino man vis-à-vis whites and demonstrated how the law subordinated and punished Asians as well as African Americans. The Maryland law that Taney applied in Dow provided that “negroes and mulattoes, free or slave, are not competent witnesses, in any case wherein a Christian white person is concerned . . . .” Similar to laws on the books in other states, the Maryland law targeted “negroes and mulattoes,” not Filipinos or Asians generally. Taney in Dow extended the language of the law to disadvantage Filipinos, who he viewed as inferior to whites.

26 See supra notes 3–4 and accompanying text.
28 See, e.g., People v. Hall, 4 Cal. 399 (1854) (holding that a Chinese person could not testify against a White defendant in a criminal trial). The California Supreme Court in People v. Hall upheld a California law similar to Maryland’s, explaining in detail its application to Chinese immigrants: 

Id. at 404–05.
In addition, as is frequently done today with Muslims, Taney in Dow combined the common understanding of the races with religion in defining whiteness. He explained that a “Christian white person” had rights under the law, while a non-Christian “Malay” (Filipino) had none. Taney further explained that “[t]he only nations of the world which were then regarded, or perhaps entitled to be regarded, as civilized, were the white Christian nations of Europe; and certainly emigrants were not expected or desired from any other quarter.” To Taney, the central question under the Maryland statute was whether a Filipino man “is to be regarded as a Christian white person? We think he is not; the Malays have never been ranked by any writer among the white races. . . . [The person at issue] is Malay; and the Malays are not white men, and never have been classed with the white race.”

Based on that common sense understanding of race and whiteness, Taney concluded that, the Maryland law rendered a Filipino man, just as Blacks and “mulattoes,” incompetent to testify against a white criminal defendant.

As Professor Chin further articulates, Taney in Dow makes clear that “[e]ven with respect to citizens of color, the rights of non-whites were subject to the political will of the dominant race.” In Taney’s thinking, the “dominant race” was without question the white race; little explanation was necessary or provided. Nor did the law in any way restrict the “political will” of whites in the treatment of non-whites. White supremacy thus is the linchpin of Taney’s analysis in Dow. His subsequent decision in Dred Scott would again enforce white supremacy and demonstrate that it extended to all non-white races.

29 See generally Sahar Aziz, The Racial Muslim: When Racism Quashes Religious Freedom (2021) (analyzing how race and religion intersect to socially construct the “racial Muslim”).

Dow, 25 Fed. Cas. at 903.


32 Dow, 25 Fed. Cas. at 903. Similar discussion of the failure of Chinese immigrants to assimilate can be found in the Supreme Court decision upholding the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. See Chae Chan Ping v. United States (The Chinese Exclusion Case), 130 U.S. 581, 606 (1889).

33 Chin, Dred Scott, supra note 14, at 636 (emphasis added).
The overriding principle of white supremacy underlies Chief Justice Taney’s analysis in both *Dow* and *Dred Scott*. Whites mastered Blacks. Whites mastered Asians. It would also become clear that whites mastered persons of Mexican ancestry and Indigenous peoples. The white race dominated all non-white races, as defined by whites. As Professor Chin puts it, whites in the eyes of the law were nothing less than “a master race.” *Dow* and *Dred Scott* together aptly illustrate how the white “master race” could treat non-whites as it saw fit, a practice that has prevailed in some form through to the present.

Professor Chin’s insightful analysis of *Dow v. United States* standing alone is an important contribution to Asian American and civil rights scholarship. Moreover, as will be explained, his insights about the centrality of white supremacy to the subordination of all non-whites is entirely consistent with the teachings of contemporary Critical Race Theory.

A famous passage from *Dred Scott*, which focuses on the power of whites to define the rights of inferior races of people (and in no way is limited to African Americans), offers additional powerful insights into the core meaning of the decision in endorsing white supremacy over all non-white races and thus the decision’s racial breadth beyond African Americans. It unmistakably builds on Taney’s identification of the guiding principle of white supremacy in *Dow*. Chief Justice Taney emphatically wrote in *Dred Scott* that Blacks are “*beings of an inferior order, and altogether unfit to associate with the white race, either in social or political relations, and so far inferior, that they had no rights which the white man was bound to respect . . .*” This most revealing passage from *Dred Scott* demonstrates that, to Chief Justice Taney, white supremacy, not only African American inferiority and subordination, is the core principle underlying the Court’s holding.

Combined with his opinion in *Dow*, the deeper meaning of *Dred Scott*—that white supremacy reigned—could not be clearer. African Americans are only one of the non-white races classified as inferior by whites. As *Dow* and
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36 Chin, Dred Scott, supra note 14, at 638.
37 See infra Section II.B.
38 *Dred Scott v. Sandford*, 60 U.S. at 407 (emphasis added).
Dred Scott read in tandem demonstrate, whites possess the sole and exclusive power to determine which races were non-white and thus per se inferior. Unquestionably, at the pinnacle of the nation’s racial hierarchy, whites could define, without constitutional or other legal restrictions, the races that were inferior, and thus subject to the political will of whites in determining what legal rights they possessed. Dred Scott ultimately stands for the powerful proposition that non-whites were “beings of an inferior order” as defined by whites and held no legal rights except those recognized by whites. Of course, that is the very epitome of white supremacy.

As the nineteenth century came to a close, the multiplicity of inferior races subject to the destructive power of white supremacy in the United States became increasingly evident. A prolonged period at the end of the century saw widespread discrimination and violence directed at Chinese immigrants, demonstrating once and for all that rabid racial animus in the United States was not limited to African Americans. That was entirely consistent with Roger Taney’s classification of Filipinos as non-white in Dow. While the violence of Reconstruction and the social war over the integration of freed slaves into U.S. society wracked the nation, anti-Chinese political agitation and violence ran rampant, especially in the Western part of the United States. A virtual tidal wave of anti-Chinese laws followed, including the infamous Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 barring almost all immigration from China to the country. White vigilante mobs during this period regularly terrorized Chinese residents through deadly violence and literally sought to chase them out of Western towns in what amounted to an attempt at what today would be called an ethnic cleansing. At the same historical moment,


40 See generally JEFFERY A. JENKINS & JUSTIN PECK, CONGRESS AND THE FIRST CIVIL RIGHTS ERA, 1861–1918 (2021) (reviewing in detail the political maneuvering in Congress over Reconstruction legislation after the Civil War).

41 Pub. L. No. 47-128, 23 Stat. 58 (1882); see Chae Chan Ping v. United States (The Chinese Exclusion Case), 130 U.S. 581 (1889) (rejecting constitutional challenges to the Chinese Exclusion Act and holding that the courts could not review the constitutionality of the U.S. immigration laws). See generally Chin, Segregation’s Last Stronghold, supra note 10 (analyzing the bar on the constitutional review of the immigration laws, with the political branches of government having absolute power over immigration).

all-too-frequent lynchings of African Americans in towns and cities across the United States generally went unpunished by the law.\textsuperscript{43} This same era also saw the U.S. military slaughter thousands of native peoples with impunity.\textsuperscript{44}

Even after the Reconstruction Amendments to the Constitution rendered \textit{Dred Scott} legally obsolete, the racial hierarchy in the law, and the white supremacy that it enforced, continued unabated in new and different forms. White supremacy unquestionably was a constant in the law. Although frequently cloaked in color-blind laws and policies, racial subordination of African Americans, Asian Americans, Latinx persons, Indigenous peoples, Muslims, and other non-white groups, as defined by whites, continues to this day.\textsuperscript{45} Consequently, stark racial disparities exist in U.S. society with respect to voting, housing, employment, education, health, and virtually every aspect of social life. The killings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and other African Americans by police,\textsuperscript{46} the epidemic of hate crimes against Asian Americans during the pandemic,\textsuperscript{47} and mass detention and deportation of Latinx immigrants\textsuperscript{48} are painful contemporary reminders of white supremacy at work. Law plays a central role in its maintenance and replication.

\textbf{B. Critical Race Theory and White Supremacy}

In the end, Professor Chin demonstrates something in \textit{Dred Scott} and \textit{Asian Americans} that he may not have intended: Roger Taney’s opinions in \textit{United States v. Dow} and \textit{Dred Scott v. Sandford} in combination lend powerful illustrations of the central understanding of Critical Race Theory (CRT) that

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{43} See generally \textsc{African American Life in the Post-Emancipation South, 1861–1900: Black Freedom/White Violence. 1865–1900} (Donald G. Nieman, ed. 1994) (reviewing the widespread violence directed at African Americans after the Civil War).
  \item \textsuperscript{44} See \textsc{American-Indian War}, HISTORY.COM (Nov. 17, 2019), https://www.history.com/topics/native-american-history/american-indian-wars [\text{https://perma.cc/C5MD-2B28}].
  \item \textsuperscript{45} See, e.g., MICHELLE ALEXANDER, \textsc{The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness} (10th ann. Ed. 2020) (analyzing critically the systematic racial injustice of the modern criminal justice system in the United States).
  \item \textsuperscript{48} See generally KEVIN R. JOHNSON, \textsc{Trump’s Latinx Repatriation}, 66 UCLA L. REV. 1444 (2019) (reviewing the Trump Administration’s series of immigration enforcement measures directed at Latinx noncitizens).
\end{itemize}
law protects, legitimates, and replicates white supremacy. While CRT condemns that function of the law, Taney unabashedly embraced it. Read together with Dow, Dred Scott represented a principle well beyond the supposed inferiority of, and denial of rights to, African Americans, which, of course, was at the forefront of the nation’s racial consciousness as the Civil War neared. As Professor Chin cogently and insightfully explains, Dred Scott in fact stands for unbridled white domination of all non-whites, not only African Americans.

As CRT teaches, the desire to maintain and enforce white supremacy helps explain the simultaneous development of many bodies of law subordinating communities of color. In that way, Dred Scott, and its focus on African Americans, simply represented the tip of the proverbial iceberg of racial domination in the United States. Roger Taney’s earlier decision in Dow places in perspective how, despite being expressly overruled by the Reconstruction Amendments to the Constitution following the Civil War, Dred Scott’s deep commitment to white supremacy endures to this day. That is the case even though the decision is widely understood today as a dramatic, despicable, and discarded symbol of African American subordination. History has severely marginalized Dred Scott’s continuing racially discriminatory influence and impacts even though its enduring legacy of white supremacy remains firmly intact.

From Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) and “separate but equal,” to Korematsu v. United States (1944), which upheld the internment of the Japanese during World War II, to Trump v. Hawaii (2018), refusing to disturb President Trump’s ban on Muslim immigration, racial subordination and white supremacy continued to be firmly entrenched in the law long after the formal constitutional repudiation of Dred Scott. White supremacy, of course, also dominated the law long before the infamous decision endorsing white power over non-whites. One clear example is the naturalization statute, first enacted by Congress in 1790, which limited eligibility for citizenship to white
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49 See supra notes 1–4 and accompanying text.
50 See Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
immigrants (with the statute amended after the Civil War to allow immigrants of African descent to naturalize).53

Drawing deep insights about race and racism in the American consciousness from Dow and Dred Scott, Professor Chin rightly observes that the two decisions “were the first federal cases articulating a political theory of race and racial status in the United States.”54 A corollary of the principle of white supremacy, the concept that race is a social and political construction, not one based in biology and science, is a central tenet of CRT.55 Roger Taney fully embraced the notion that race is a social and political construction, and believed that whites had sole and exclusive power to determine who was white and what rights, if any, non-whites possessed. In his political theory of race and racial status, Taney adopted the conception of race as a social and political construction long before it was generally embraced by CRT.

CRT views the subordination of different non-white groups as governed by the overarching principle of white supremacy.56 As acknowledged by Taney in Dow and Dred Scott, the political will of whites determined that Asians and African Americans would be subject to discrimination and denied the full rights of U.S. citizens. The same was true for Indigenous peoples, treated as “savages” under the law.57 White supremacy binds the complex, and inextricably related, systems of racial subordination in U.S. history as well as in modern times.

Contemporary events illustrate the relationship between the subordination of different non-white racial groups. Under President Trump, Latinx and Muslim immigrants by design suffered the wrath of ever-tougher immigration law and policy.58 As the Trump presidency waned, a spree of police killings of African Americans triggered mass protests in cities across the country; that in turn caused a powerful, and violent, counter-reaction by

54 Chin, Dred Scott, supra note 14, at 636 (footnote omitted).
56 See supra notes 1–4 and text accompanying notes (citing authority).
58 See supra text accompanying note & note 48 (citing authority).
the U.S. government. With the global pandemic exacerbating racial ferment in U.S. society, hate violence against Asians escalated to frightening levels. An attempted coup led by armed white supremacists in January 2021 reveals the stunning and fervent passion behind the modern forces dedicated to defending and maintaining the vestiges of white supremacy. Almost simultaneously, President Trump vigorously attacked Critical Race Theory and its intellectual challenge to white power. These racial developments in combination reveal the deep contestation of white supremacy in contemporary U.S. society.

CONCLUSION

In a thoughtful excavation of an important decision discriminating against Asian Americans by a famous jurist, Professor Jack Chin provides much food for thought about racial subordination throughout U.S. history. Not only enforcing African American inferiority and subordination, Dred Scott is a ringing endorsement of white supremacy over all non-whites. The unquestioned villain of Dred Scott, Chief Justice Roger Taney fully understood the core unifying principle of white supremacy in U.S. law and social life in the subordination of all non-whites. His opinions in United States v. Dow and Dred Scott v. Sandford together reveal his enduring commitment to the unquestioned domination of non-whites by whites in the nation’s racial hierarchy, enforced by law and, at that time, truly legal in every sense of the word. The tandem of Taney opinions reveals volumes about how white supremacy informed and justified the various forms of discrimination in U.S. society against a variety of non-white racial groups throughout U.S. history.

Today, from a vastly different vantage point—condemning, not enforcing, racial subordination, the central tenets of Critical Race Theory are entirely consistent with Chief Justice Taney’s views about the relationship between the legal subordination of different racial groups and the political and social construction of race. With white supremacy the core organizing principle of his racial paradigm, Chief Justice Taney’s understanding of racial power dynamics squares with CRT’s modern explanation of racial subordination in the United States. In essence, Chief Justice Taney’s analysis

60 See supra note 47 and text accompanying note.
61 See supra note 8 and accompanying text.
62 See supra note 9 and accompanying text.
of issues of race, as exemplified by *Dow* and *Dred Scott*, lends powerful support to the fundamental CRT insights that white supremacy ties together the subordination of many diverse communities of color and allows whites under color of law to define non-whites and their legal rights. Unfortunately, even though *Dred Scott* officially is not the law of the land, its modern legacy of white supremacy lives on.